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SAME EXPECTATIONS
Can The Fresh-Faced Wolverines
Get Back To The NCAA Tournament?

F

Michigan will have several new faces in the lineup this season, but the constant over the last
33 years has been head coach Red Berenson.
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BY ANDREW KAHN

ans showing up at Yost Ice
Arena for their first game of
the 2016‑17 season should
probably buy a program.
More so than a fresh logo at center
ice or a return to Nike jerseys, the
most startling difference from last
year is the roster.
Eight players are gone from the
team that finished 25‑8‑5 and came
within a game of the Frozen Four.
Michigan had just three seniors last
season, but early departures forced
head coach Red Berenson to bring in
an 11-man freshman class.
“I thought we’d lose one or two [of
the underclassmen], not five,” said
Berenson, who is back for his 33rd
season in Ann Arbor. “I’m not here
to hold a kid back from playing in the
NHL if there’s a good opportunity
for him. I don’t like to lose a kid that
plays in the minors.”
The prolific “CCM” line of fresh‑
man Kyle Connor and juniors JT
Compher and Tyler Motte left school
early, as did defensemen Zach We‑
renski, a sophomore, and Michael
Downing, a junior. Other than Weren‑
ski, Berenson isn’t sure any will play
in the NHL this season. That disap‑
points him, especially when guys are
one year away from graduating.
“NHL teams tell them what they
want to hear: ‘We’ve got a spot for
you’ or ‘You’ve got a good chance at
making the team.’ I’ve been around
long enough to tell them there’s no
rush,” Berenson said. “I’m going to
do it the right way and my way, but
I don’t think the players are buying
into that. The first chance they get,
they’re gone.”
The mass exodus puts the pressure
on U-M’s returning playmakers and
means the coaching staff will lean
on at least a few freshmen. With no
transcendent star, getting back to the
NCAA Tournament this season will
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depend on several players elevating
their game and prioritizing defense.

REPLENISHING THE OFFENSE

Michigan led the country in scoring
last year en route to a second-place finish in the Big Ten, a conference tournament championship and a return to the
NCAA Tournament after a three-year
absence (U-M had reached 22 straight
before that). The Wolverines beat Notre
Dame before losing to eventual champion North Dakota in the quarterfinals,
5‑2, extending the program’s Frozen
Four drought to five years.
Connor, Compher and Motte
finished Nos. 1‑3 in the country in
points per game and were among the
10 finalists for the Hobey Baker, just
the third time in the 35-year history
of the award that one school placed
three in the top 10 for the national
player of the year. Conner, who came
to Ann Arbor as a first-round pick
and left after leading the team with
35 goals, was the runner-up.
In all, U-M lost 120 goals (66 percent of its total) and 308 points (63
percent) from last year. Senior Alex

Kile is the only player from the top
two lines who is back to don the
maize and blue this season.
“We don’t think our offense is going to disappear,” Berenson said.
“We think we’ll be able to score
goals; maybe not like last year.”
Among the returners, Kile had the
most goals (16) and assists (18) last
season. He may have to increase his
point production into the high 40s in
order for U-M to remain threatening
offensively.
“He can do it all,” Berenson said of
the ultra-skilled winger. “I look for him
to be a leader on this team and be one
of the top scorers, if not the top scorer.”
U-M has often had a player who
could carry a team. Kile will try to be
that guy, though he’ll have help.
The Wolverines welcome 11 freshmen — the most since the 2007-08
season — and six are forwards. The
most exciting is Will Lockwood, a
third-round pick of the Vancouver
Canucks and the son of former Wolverine Joe Lockwood, who played on
Berenson’s first U-M team in 1984-85.
The coaches like what they’ve seen

From USNTDP To Yost
This year’s Michigan squad boasts eight players who suited up for the United
States National Team Development Program, including five freshmen. The pipe‑
line makes sense: Up until last season, Ann Arbor was the home to the USNTDP;
it is now located in nearby Plymouth, Mich.
Even so, schools like Boston University (Rick DiPietro), Minnesota (Erik John‑
son) and Ohio State (Ryan Kesler) get their fair share of USNTDP alums, and U‑M
head coach Red Berenson doesn’t believe the proximity gives him a recruiting
advantage.
Here’s a look at some of the best U-M players to come out of the program, not
including last year’s stars JT Compher, Tyler Motte and Zach Werenski:
Kevin Porter — The former captain is one of just two players in school his‑
tory to win the Hobey Baker Award, given to the sport’s best player (Brendan
Morrison is the other). The forward claimed it as a senior in 2007-08, when U‑M
reached the Frozen Four.
T.J. Hensick — He was a finalist for the Hobey Baker twice, including after his
senior season in 2006-07, when he led the country in points.
Andy Hilbert — The center spent two seasons at U-M and was a Hobey Baker
finalist in 2000‑01, when U-M reached the first of three straight Frozen Fours.
Jacob Trouba — Only one freshman defenseman in U-M history scored more
goals than he did in his lone season, 2012‑13, when he was named an AllAmerican.
Jack Johnson — The highly skilled defenseman was an All-American as a
sophomore in 2006‑07. He ranks in top 10 in career goals among U-M defense‑
men despite staying just two years.
Mike Komisarek — Like Johnson, he played defense, stayed two years and was
an All-American (in 2001‑02).
Al Montoya — U-M’s last dominant goalie, he stayed in school for three sea‑
sons and was a second-team All-American after his sophomore year in 2003‑04.
Matt Hunwick — Another second team All-American (as a senior in 2006‑07),
he ranks eighth all time in program history for career points among defensemen.
— Andrew Kahn
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Freshman Will Lockwood — the son of former Wolverine Joe Lockwood, who played
on Red Berenson’s first Michigan team —
will try to help replenish the 120 goals lost
from last year’s roster.
PHOTO BY RENA LAVERTY

so far and certainly won’t hesitate to
give a rookie an important role.
“He should be an impact player,”
Berenson said. “He’s a free skater
with good hands. He’ll pay the price
[to score], plays hard and has great
work ethic. I think he’ll fit in really
well here.”
Judd Brackett, the Canucks’ director
of amateur scouting, said the things
that impressed him most about Lockwood was that he gives max effort during every shift and has high character.
“There’s a lot of utility in his game,
too,” Brackett said. “You can play
him shorthanded, on the power play,
you can move him up and down the
lineup.”
Others competing for spots on the
top two lines include junior Dexter
Dancs (17 points, plus-10 last year), a
6-2, 205-pound skilled, if not speedy,
winger, and two-way sophomore
Brendan Warren, a third-round draft
pick in 2015.
Berenson believes junior Tony Calderone (11 goals last year) or sophomore
Cooper Marody (10 goals) could challenge Kile for the team lead in goals.
Marody in particular is poised for a
breakout year. He had 10 goals and 14
assists last season despite missing a
month with mononucleosis. Kile said
Marody is one of the most skilled players he’s ever teamed with; scouts say
he has a great feel for the game, and
the minutes he got as a freshman prove
U-M coaches trust him.
Berenson expects Evan Allen and
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Max Shuart, fourth-liners at the end
of last season, to take steps forward
in their senior year. The coaches don’t
have to remind any of the players,
especially the forwards, how many
spots are open.
Nick Pastujov is a 6-0, 202-pound
freshman with good speed for his
size. He had shoulder surgery last
summer and the staff hopes he’ll be
ready for the start of the season. Niko
Porikos, at 6-3 and 200 pounds, is a
versatile forward who had a good
summer and should see the ice more
this season (17 games last year). He
turned 23 in May, making him the
oldest player on U-M’s roster.
Rounding out the forwards, junior
Alex Talcott (eight career games)
will continue to fight for ice time, as
will several of the freshmen. James
Sanchez is one of five freshmen to
come out of the United States National Team Development Program
(USNTDP), though none with the
same fanfare as Lockwood. Late additions Steven Merl, Jake Slaker and
Adam Winborg will provide depth.

BLUE-LINE VETERANS

Werenski, the Big Ten Defensive
Player of the Year and a first-team
All-American, and Downing signed
professional contracts after leading
U-M’s defense in 2015-16. Werenski,
the No. 8 overall pick in 2015, had 11
goals and 25 assists; Downing posted
17 assists and a plus-20 rating. A long
list of players are ready to fill their

skates, several with plenty of game
experience.
Senior Nolan De Jong and sophomores Nicholas Boka and Joe Cecconi appeared in all 38 games last
season; junior Cutler Martin played
in 35. Boka was a sixth-round pick by
the Minnesota Wild in 2015. He had
10 assists and a plus-17 rating last
season. Brent Flahr, Minnesota’s assistant GM, said Boka has the physical tools to be an NHL defenseman.
“When he plays his defensive role
and manages the puck well, he can
be a very effective player,” Flahr said.
“I know he wants to get points like
all these kids do, but he needs to focus on what he does best.”
De Jong was raw when he arrived at
Michigan, but the mobile senior took a
big jump last year and led all Big Ten
defensemen with a plus-22 rating. He
will anchor the defense this season and
is a good bet to be named a captain.
Two big-bodied freshmen out of
the USNTDP, Luke Martin and Griffin Luce, will compete for ice time
right away. Martin turned 18 this
September and therefore wasn’t eligible for the 2016 NHL Draft. He
is projected as a late first- or early
second-round pick next year.
Cutler Martin has 67 games of experience. He moved to left wing for a
few games last season but will stay on
the blue line this year, at least to start.
“He has made his mark on the
team as a real physical, hustling defenseman,” Berenson said.

Senior Nolan De Jong led all Big Ten defensemen with a plus-22 rating last season.
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The coaches have also discussed
shifting the versatile junior Sam Piazza to forward. Despite notching
just six points in 16 games last season,
he was one of U-M’s most improved
players according to Berenson and
should see the ice often this year.
After a promising sophomore season, an early season knee injury limited Kevin Lohan to two games last
year. Berenson said he had a good
summer and is at full strength.
Freshman Christian Meike is a
smart player who still needs to acclimate to the college game.
No matter who is on the ice, forwards included, Berenson said there
will be an emphasis on improved
defense.
“I can’t tell you we will change
any of our systems,” the coach said.
“We’re not going to play a defensive
trap like some teams like to do when
they go into a shell. We’re going to
play Michigan hockey.
“But we’ll definitely have an emphasis on being more responsible
defensively.”
How would that look out on the ice?
“Our defense would be gapping
up on the forwards,” Berenson said.
“Our forwards would be back-checking on the other team when they get
the puck. Everyone would be more
alert in our zone. We’ll have to pay
the price — blocking shots, some
desperation hockey.”

UNPROVEN
BUT HUNGRY IN NET

Berenson has had no issue starting a freshman in net. In 1990-91 he
did it with Steve Shields, who held
down the position for four years, and
Berenson repeated the process with
Marty Turco, Josh Blackburn and Al
Montoya, though the latter left after
three seasons. Since, the position has
been shaky at times.
Last season’s top netminder, Steve
Racine, graduated, and the position
is up for grabs. Don’t be surprised if
freshman Jack LaFontaine, a thirdround pick by the Carolina Hurricanes, is given the first crack at it.
“Jack is a very athletic goalie with
great quickness side to side,” Carolina GM, Ron Francis said. “He
doesn’t just rely on his athleticism;
he is also technically very sound.”
Berenson will also consider freshman Hayden Lavigne, a mature kid
who has looked good in practice so
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far, though all goalies will be scrupulously evaluated until the start of
the season.
If neither rookie proves ready, U-M
will turn to senior Zach Nagelvoort.
He’s by far the most experienced option, but his college career has trended
in the wrong direction. He started 22
games as a freshman and posted excellent numbers (2.2 goals-against average, .929 save percentage), which
got him drafted by the Edmonton Oilers in the fourth round. By last season,
he was only playing sparingly and
performing worse (2.99, .893).
Nagelvoort is a very hard worker
who is always well conditioned. Edmonton’s director of scouting Bob
Green said he looked really good at
the team’s development camp in June.
But the mental aspect is perhaps more
important to goaltending than the
physical, and Nagelvoort, if he does
get a chance in game action, needs to
start strong and build confidence.
“Nages has had some really good
moments in his career,” Berenson said.
“We’ll see if he’s the guy or if the one
of the freshman will take over. I can’t
tell you who our starting goalie is.”
Pushing that trio and rounding out
the goaltending corps is sophomore
Chad Catt, who posted good numbers in the North American Hockey
League before arriving on campus but
only played two games as a freshman.
All will have the benefit of working

under the aforementioned Shields,
who has served as U-M’s volunteer
goalie coach since last season.
“We just want to eliminate bad
goals,” Berenson said. “Our goalie
doesn’t need to stand on his head.
We’ll play more than one goalie in
net unless one guy can come in and
literally make the difference in games
night after night.”

STRATEGIC SHIFT

By a certain measure, the last time
Michigan was this bereft of highend talent, the Wolverines won the
national championship. U-M has no
players on its roster who have been
taken in the first two rounds of the
NHL Entry Draft. The program has
had one such player, and often three
or four, every season since 1997-98.
That year was U-M’s second, and most
recent, national championship under
Red Berenson, and ninth overall.
Draft status is certainly not the sole
means of assessing talent, but it highlights U-M’s need for players to step
up.
Berenson, along with associate
head coach Billy Powers (24th season), assistant Brian Wiseman (sixth)
and Shields, form one of the best
coaching staffs in the country. They
are not likely to drastically alter their
methodology, which focuses on an
up-tempo offensive attack, but they’ll
adjust to their personnel. This squad

will have to rely on preventing goals
much more so than in recent history.
Anyone speculating on Berenson’s
retirement plans is doing just that
— speculating. The 76-year-old and
reigning Big Ten Coach of the Year, is
not the type to take a “victory lap” by
sharing his decision before a season
is complete.
It won’t take long to see where his
current squad stands. Michigan Tech
and a loaded Boston U. squad each
visit Yost before Thanksgiving. In the
Big Ten, ESPN analyst and former U-M
standout Sean Ritchlin thinks the Wolverines rank just a notch below defending champ Minnesota and that Wisconsin and Penn State should be improved.
Many figured U-M would struggle
last year after losing its three leading goal scorers: Zach Hyman, Dylan
Larkin and Andrew Copp. Instead,
the “CCM” line blew up and U-M
averaged its most goals since 1996-97.
It’s unfair to expect a similar outburst
from any group of players, but if U-M
truly commits to better defense, it can
survive a slight offensive decline.
The NCAA Tournament victory
last year should have reminded fans
that Berenson and his staff can still
coach. Can Michigan make the necessary adjustments to return and
perhaps advance even further? This
advice won’t always work at the roulette table, but it usually does in college hockey: Bet on Red. ❏

Top 10 Most Impactful Wolverines For 2016-17
1. The Goalie — A bit of a cop-out to
according to Flyers scouting director Chris
start the list, but whoever is occupying the
Pryor, “thinks the game extremely well.” Manet for U-M has to be really good. The Wolrody was U-M’s second most productive
verines will rely on team defense this year
freshman, behind Connor, last season.
way more than their fans have been accus6. F Tony Calderone — He’s a good
tomed to, meaning the goaltender — Jack
enough shooter to lead the team in goals,
LaFontaine? Zach Nagelvoort? — will have
and more will be expected from him in his
a major impact.
junior year.
2. F Alex Kile — No returning Wolverine
7. D Joe Cecconi — He looked very capahad more goals or assists than Kile last year.
ble as a freshman last year, especially in the
Perhaps no player will be counted on as
second half, and will need to continue that
much to produce offensively. A near-lock
development to shore up U-M’s defense.
for the first line, the senior will be gunning
8. F Brendan Warren — An offensive XAfter the graduation of Steve factor, if he turns himself into a threat (five
for 50 points.
3. D Nolan De Jong — With so much Racine, the starting job between the goals and 12 assists as a freshman last year),
more confidence than he had earlier in his pipes could be won by rookie Jack U-M could be dangerous again offensively.
career, the senior has the talent and experi- LaFontaine, a third-round pick by the 9. D Luke Martin — He’s a young freshence to lead the way for a squad looking to Carolina Hurricanes.
man with the talent to get minutes right
PHOTO COURTESY CAROLINA HURRICANES
become more defensive-minded.
away.
4. D Nicholas Boka — After posting good numbers last
10. F Will Lockwood — Another freshman, Lockwood
year as a freshman, U-M expects a lot out of him as he conappears to be the most offensively gifted in the class. The
tinues to realize his identity.
hype seems justified.
5. F Cooper Marody: He’s a very skillful playmaker who,
— Andrew Kahn
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GOALS
Senior Forward
Alex Kile Aims
To Help Fill Massive
Scoring Void Left
By Early Departures

A

BY ANDREW KAHN

lex Kile has had a lot of
very talented offensive
teammates during his
Michigan career, players like Kyle Connor, JT
Compher and Dylan Larkin. He’ll
need to rise to their level to help
the Wolverines return to the NCAA
Tournament. Thankfully, he’s been
studying their moves.
“I’m like a spectator at times,
learning from different players,”
said Kile, who could barely see
over the glass when he first started
dissecting his older brother ’s
games.
The senior forward noted
how Connor used defensemen
as screens when he shot,
slipping the puck through
their legs on the way to the net.
He watched Compher help out on
defense and Larkin protect the puck
as he cruised down the ice.
“I’ve always done that — watch
a player, see what he does well
and try to implement it in my own
game,” Kile said.
No returning Wolverine had more
goals (16) or assists (18) than Kile last
season. His 34 points ranked fourth
on the team, behind the dominant
“CCM” line of Connor (71 points),
Compher (63) and Tyler Motte (56),
and defenseman Zach Werenski
(36). All those players are gone, as
well as senior forwards Cristoval
Nieves and Justin Selman (31 points
each) plus junior blue liner Michael
Downing (20). In total, U-M lost 120
goals (66 percent of its total) and 308

points (63 percent) from last year’s
offense, the nation’s best.
As the only returner from the top
two lines, Kile will be counted on as a
major contributor to help fill that void.
He’s been a gifted scorer since a child
in Troy, Mich., often playing goalie in
mini sticks or floor hockey so as not to
dominate with his speed and skill.
His offensive talents were on full
display in the top junior programs
in the state, and he committed to
Michigan as a junior at Avondale
High School, citing U-M’s prestigious
hockey program and academic
reputation as main factors. He played
for the Green Bay Gamblers in the
United States Hockey League for two
seasons, notching 30 goals and 30
assists in his final year before coming
to Ann Arbor.

Kile is the Wolverines’
top returning scorer after
finishing fifth on the team
last year with 34 points
(16 goals and 18 assists).
PHOTO BY LON HORWEDEL

He suited up for the Maize and Blue
right away, though in the early part
of the season he considered himself
a “nervous, fourth-line freshman”
whose “confidence level wasn’t where
it should have been.” That changed
when U-M and Ferris State went to a
shootout in mid-December.
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Kile was up in the seventh round
and thought, I’ve got to make a name
for myself. He skated towards the net,
and just as the goaltender poked at
the puck, Kile, a left-hander, shifted it
behind the goalie’s stick and dragged
it past the goal line with his right hand.
In the same motion, he hopped over
the fallen goalie. The predetermined
maneuver won the game and made
SportsCenter’s top plays that night.
Kile realized he belonged, finished
the year with four goals and two assists
in 28 games, and has improved each
year. He tallied 13 goals and 13 assists
as a sophomore. Last year, he played on
the second line with Nieves and Selman
and posted a plus-8 rating. Head coach
Red Berenson noted that while Kile has
often been overshadowed by awardwinning teammates, he is capable of
leading the team in scoring this season.
“He’s a game-breaker type player,”
Berenson said. “One of the few we
have now.”
The 22-year-old is known for a
lightning-quick shot that makes him

U-M to the NHL
For the first time in nearly 20
years, U-M enters a season without
a player on its roster taken in the
first two rounds of the NHL Entry
Draft. In most seasons, they’ve had
at least two and often three or four.
As the chart below shows, a lack of
potentially elite pro talent won’t
preclude U-M from hanging a new
banner in Yost.
Year
2015-16
2014-15
2013-14
2012-13
2011-12
2010-11
2009-10
2008-09
2007-08
2006-07
2005-06
2004-05
2003-04
2002-03
2001-02
2000-01
1999-00
1998-99
1997-98

Top
NCAA Tour.
Draftees
Result
2
Quarters
2
N/A
3
N/A
4
N/A
3
Quarters
4
Finals
4
Quarters
4
First Round
4
Frozen Four
4
Quarters
2
Quarters
3
Quarters
2
Quarters
1
Frozen Four
2
Frozen Four
2
Frozen Four
1
Quarters
1
Quarters
0
Champion
— Andrew Kahn
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In 102 games played, Kile has 33 goals and 33 assists with four game-winning markers.
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especially effective on one-timers, a
big reason he’s been a major factor on
the power play. Michigan’s coaches
and outside experts believe Kile will
need to reach at least the high 40s in
total points in order for the offense to
keep humming. His speed, vision and
competitiveness could help him get
there. Berenson said Kile will “pay the
price to score.”
Colby Cohen, an NCAA hockey
analyst for ESPN and American Sports
Net, elaborated: “He’ll throw the puck
on net just to create havoc and then
he’ll join it. He’s not a guy who’s going
to necessarily play on the perimeter.
He’ll go to the net and get his nose
dirty.”
Berenson believes Kile will have his
best season and can absolutely be the
“finisher” on a line and lead the team
in goals.
“I definitely have high expectations
for myself,” said Kile, who wouldn’t
share his specific individual goals. “It’s
my senior year. This means a lot to me
and the rest of the seniors. What we do
as a team would mean more to me than
individual success.

“I want to make the [NCAA]
Tournament again and end on the right
note with Michigan.”
This year, more so than in the recent
past, the Wolverines will emphasize
defense, an area in which Kile has
improved significantly over his college
career.
“Junior hockey is really good, but
defense isn’t as stressed,” Kile said.
“When you get here, Red really stresses
it. If you can’t play defense you don’t
[get much ice time] or you’re not out
there at the end of the game when it
matters.”
Kile is stronger and more responsible
defensively than he was a few years
ago.
Whenever Kile does something
productive on the ice, there’s a great
chance he’s already visualized it in his
mind. He’s used the technique since
he was 14, closing his eyes the night
before a game or even the day of, if he
has time to rest.
“I picture myself hitting a shot or
making a play,” he said. “It gets me
mentally ready and I definitely think
it helps.”

HOCKEY

he’d play with Marody, another player
he borrows from.
“He’ll be one of the better players in
the Big Ten this year,” Kile said. “We
recognize each other’s strengths and
how to help each other. We always
talk about being on a line this year and
what we want to do.”
Unlike many of his current and
former teammates, Kile was not chosen
for the United States National Team
Development Program or drafted by
an NHL team. The latter has served as
motivation, and Kile still wants to sign
a free agent contract after this season.
“I’m in a good enough position
where if I can play my game, there’s
no doubt that I will sign,” he said.
If that doesn’t work out, the sports
management major would still like
to work in the league, preferably in a
front office. No matter what happens,
it’s safe to say his high school baseball
coach was wrong when he told Kile
he’d made a mistake in choosing
hockey over baseball.
Before he leaves Ann Arbor, Kile, a
team leader and potential captain, is
determined to finish his career with a
second straight NCAA Tournament
bid. Last season ended one game
short of the Frozen Four, with a loss
Looking back on what he’s already
to eventual national champion North
accomplished, Kile fondly remembers
Dakota. The Wolverines thought
his first collegiate goal (at Yost Ice Arena
they’d win it all.
against Niagara), his hat trick against
“That’s how positive we were and
Minnesota last season (especially
how good we were,” Kile said.
noteworthy since it came in U-M’s
The postgame vibe was different than
first win at Minnesota since 2008) and
the previous two years, which ended
the annual Great
without an NCAA
Lakes Invitational  Head coach Red Berenson
Tournament invite,
on Kile
(GLI), which the
partly because Kile
Wolverines have “He’s a game-breaker type
knew several of his
won the past two
teammates would
player. One of the few we
years.
leave school early.
“I enjoy winning have now.”
“I knew nothing
the GLI more than
would ever be the
a Big Ten championship,” he said.
same,” he noted. “A lot of those guys
“Growing up, I always went to those.
were in my class and I developed really
Joe Louis Arena is sold out — that
close relationships with them. It kind of
doesn’t even happen for Red Wings
sucked having them leave.”
games that often anymore.”
On top of that, North Dakota’s goalie,
The 6-0, 193-pounder seems like
Cam Johnson, was Kile’s childhood
a natural winger on the first line
best friend, making the game extra
this season, though determining
emotional. A photographer snapped a
his linemates at this point is more
shot of the two hugging on the ice right
difficult. Any combo of last year’s
after the game, and Kile got it framed.
third line — junior Tony Calderone
What Kile-related moments will be
and sophomores Cooper Marody and
captured this year? A 25-goal season?
Brendan Warren — could make the
A second straight Big Ten Tournament
jump, and junior Dexter Dancs and
title? A return to the Frozen Four after
seniors Evan Allen and Max Shuart are
a five-year absence?
in the mix as well. If Kile had his wish,
With U-M’s significant departures
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and the resulting 11-player freshman
class, Kile knows there is a heavy
burden on his shoulders. For a player
who Berenson said arrived on campus
“under the radar,” the spotlight will
find him this year on opening night.
After a recent practice, Kile left
Yost and hopped on the back of a
teammate’s moped. Once the season
starts, Michigan fans hope he won’t
take a backseat to anyone. ❏

2016-17 MICHIGAN
ICE HOCKEY SCHEDULE

Date
Oct. 2
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. 28
Oct. 29
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Nov. 12
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Nov. 26
Dec. 1
Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 10
Dec. 29
Dec. 30

Opponent
Windsor#
Union (N.Y)
Union (N.Y.)
at Ferris State
Michigan Tech
Michigan Tech
at Vermont
at Dartmouth
at Arizona State
Boston University
Boston University
U.S. NTDP U-18#
Lake Superior State
Lake Superior State
at Penn State*
at Penn State*
Wisconsin*
Wisconsin*
vs. Michigan Tech^
vs. Michigan State
or Western Michigan^
Jan. 13 at Minnesota*
Jan. 14 at Minnesota*
Jan. 20 Michigan State*
Jan. 21 at Michigan State*
Feb. 3
Ohio State*
Feb. 4
Ohio State*
Feb. 10 vs. Michigan State*!
Feb. 11 Michigan State*
Feb. 17 at Wisconsin*
Feb. 18 at Wisconsin*
Feb. 24 at Ohio State*
Feb. 25 at Ohio State*
Mar. 3
Minnesota*
Minnesota*
Mar. 4
March 10 Penn State*
Mar. 11 Penn State*
Mar. 16-18 Big Ten Tournament!
Mar. 24-26 NCAA Regionals&
NCAA Semifinals%
Apr. 6
Apr. 8
NCAA Final%
Note: All start times TBA
# Exhibition; * Big Ten Conference game;
^ 52nd annual Great Lakes Invitational
at Joe Louis Arena in Detroit; ! at Joe
Louis Arena in Detroit; & at various sites;
% at United Center in Chicago
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HOCKEY
PREVIEW

2016-17 Michigan Ice Hockey Roster
No. Name
Pos. Ht. Wt. Elig.
1 Jack LaFontaine
G
6-3 197
Fr.
Has the athleticism and technical expertise to start right away.
2 Luke Martin
D
6-2 201
Fr.
Highly touted 17-year-old should see the ice sooner rather than
later.
3 Joseph Cecconi
D
6-2 205
So.
Fifth-round draft pick will need to continue growth from second half of last season.
4 Cutler Martin
D
6-0 211
Jr.
Played some forward last year, but his physical presence and
experience should keep him on D where U-M needs to improve.
5 Griffin Luce
D
6-3 214
Fr.
Will compete for minutes; grandfatherDon, played with U-M
head coach Red Berenson in Detroit for a season.
6 Sam Piazza
D
5-11 196
Jr.
Skilled player was among the most improved last year; needs
to maintain development.
10 Will Lockwood
F
5-11 172
Fr.
Scout says transition to college should be smooth given his
competitiveness and feel for the game.
11 Brendan Warren
F
6-1 185
So.
Could become an offensive threat after notching 17 points as
a freshman third-liner.
12 James Sanchez
F
6-1 184
Fr.
Big body out of the USNTDP, will likely provide depth as a
newcomer.
13 Jake Slaker
F
5-10 184
Fr.
Ditched the warm weather of Atlanta and San Diego to come
to U-M; unlikely to play much this year.
14 Nick Pastujov
F
6-0 202
Fr.
Jury is still out due to shoulder surgery; drafted because of his
size, strength and skating ability, but must show consistency.
15 Evan Allen
F
5-11 196
Sr.
A fourth-liner last season, coaches are counting on him to have
his best season yet.
16 Alex Talcott
F
5-11 190
Jr.
Only played in two games last year; will battle in practice for
a role.
17 Tony Calderone
F
6-0 200
Jr.
Could lead the team in goals if everything breaks right; proved
his prowess in the USHL.
18 Adam Winborg
F
6-2 200
Fr.
U-M’s first Swedish-born player since Carl Hagelin (2008-11)
will provide depth.
19 Steven Merl
F
6-4 207
Fr.
Berenson likes what he’s seen on and off the ice, but along with
a few of the other incoming players he’s unlikely to be a factor
right away.
20 Cooper Marody
F
6-0 178
So.
Breakout candidate given his skill and increased role; knows
how to play in his own end and can be a big-time playmaker
on offense.
21 Nolan De Jong
D
6-2 202
Sr.
A good guess for the team captain, assumes defensive spotlight
with early departures of Zach Werenski and Michael Downing.
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22 Niko Porikos
F/D 6-3 200
Jr.
Entered program as walk-on, practiced his way into lineup last
year and played well enough to stay for a stretch.
23 Alex Kile
F
6-0 193
Sr.
Best bet to lead the team in scoring, the undrafted veteran is
determined to end his career with a flourish.
24 Kevin Lohan
D
6-5 221
Sr.
Staff is excited to see him back in game action after he missed
all but two games last season.
25 Max Shuart
F
6-1 192
Sr.
A good fourth-line skater last year, he is expected to elevate his
play in his final season.
26 Christian Meike
D
6-0 172
Fr.
Smart and alert, this quality teammate will have to figure out
what’s required to crack the lineup down the road.
27 Nicholas Boka
D
6-1 200
So.
Coaches expect a lot from him in year two, and the sixth-round
draft pick seems poised to deliver.
30 Hayden Lavigne
G
6-3 200
Fr.
Berenson will give freshmen a chance in net, and Lavigne is no
different.
31 Chad Catt
G
5-10 190
So.
May have a tough time seeing the ice but, if nothing else, possesses a great goalie surname.
35 Zach Nagelvoort
G
6-1 208
Sr.
Can he finish his career on a high note? U-M certainly hopes so
with its renewed emphasis on limiting opponents’ goals.
39 Dexter Dancs
F
6-2 205
Jr.
Skillful and big, will compete for a top-six spot on left wing, a
bigger role than he had last year.

Sophomore Cooper Marody debuted with 24 points (10 goals and
14 assists) last year after being selected in the sixth round of the
2015 NHL Draft by the Philadelphia Flyers.
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